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Sacred Heart Academy was started in 1888 and has lived through 100 years of successful education. S.H.A. provided educational and spiritual guidance to thousands of area students during its history. Mount Pleasant community has been strengthened by the parents of the academy and the efforts of students, alumni and faculty have kept community special for all. It hopes to continue offering this quality education to the community which is a big part of the Irish pride today. S.H.A.'s first graduating class in 1896 only consisted of seven girls, but now, having experienced much growth, the school has a senior class of 37 students. Since the school is small, each student receives the attention they need and a feeling of togetherness. You can see the closeness through each student's actions and their attitudes reflect the image of a highly respected Catholic school. Sacred Heart Church has also experienced growth from a small church with the name of St. Charles to a large parish with about 1100 families. The changes which the church has undergone in recent years have beautified its appearance and its strong commitment.

Sacred Heart Academy was begun as a means of building Christian character and safeguarding the faith of children. The countless numbers of successful graduates of its elementary and high schools are indeed a big part of Academy pride today. With the dedicated administration, faculty, and staff, S.H.A. will assuredly continue its record of quality in education and faith in God.
100 YEARS OF

Sacred Heart students and alumni celebrate after 100 years of commitment.

After 20 years of silence, the bell was ringing. And students, alumni, friends and dignitaries were there to witness it. They were singing and celebrating as we kicked off our centennial year with a bang.

While the new bell in the old tower rang, 700 guests released red and white helium filled balloons into the sky.

Our school first opened on August 30, 1889. There were 150 students when it first opened 19 years after the founding of Sacred Heart Parish. This year we have an enrollment of 452 students, which of course calls for a big celebration.

The ceremony featured 13 speakers from our pastor Father Richard to the president of our high school student council, Michele Walling.

Representing the government were state Rep. Joanne Emmons, Senator John Engler and U.S. Rep. Bill Schuette. Also present speaking was the head of the centennial committee, Mr. James Fabiano, who is the father of junior Joe Fabiano.

Students, staff and alumni kick off the centennial year by letting off hundreds of red and white helium filled balloons.

The Academy opened August 30, 1889. As the doors opened "the people who entered Sacred Heart walked into history," said Sister Rita Wenzlick.

The bell tower has been empty since 1968. Joseph and Erdine Fabiano were generous in donating their 125-year-old bell. "Here the bell will be up there for 100 more years," said Joseph. "I'm proud to have it here".

The grand marshals were Jerry and Dot Sheahan. They were selected for the 100 year celebration because they have shown loyalty to Sacred Heart.

Five Dominican sisters came from the mother house in New York to Sacred Heart. The sisters who are now present are: principal Rita Wenzlick, Thaddeus Kowinski, Sister Genevieve Montrieul and Sister Helen Miller. As S.H.A. begins its 100th year of service to the community, the Dominican order begins its 100th year of service in Mt. Pleasant.

The always smiling Dominican sisters show off their new float built for them for the 100th year celebration. In front, Sister Thaddeus Kowinski and Sister Helen Miller look at the Sacred Heart supporters as their float passes by. Joe Fabiano and Ken Hartman show off the new bell that Joe's grandparents donated. The Sheehans were selected as the Grand Marshals for the 100th year celebration. The Sheehans were graduates of Sacred Heart in 1947.
Our Spirit Fills

Working Hard:

Having Fun

The week before homecom-
ing was filled with many activi-
ties. It consisted of different
days such as bathrobe day, cra-
y day, backwards day, colors
day, and dress up day. The
night activities consisted of
floats. This year each class
held their floats at separate lo-
cations unlike previous years of
working together.

Jenni Lambert working hard on a sign. Carrie Lobsinger are you a freshman?
The Junior girls sure are crazy. Is this floats or cheerleading? Jacob Kanjupara-
amban takes time to pause for the camera while at floats.

The Kingdom's Halls

Surprises:

Thrills

The assembly was filled with
the announcements of the
King, Queen, and court. Queen
was Lisa Hauck, King Greg
Wood, 1st runners up Cindy
Coughlin and Mike Hiri, and
2nd runners up Beth Doyle and
Sean O'Malley. The junior at-
tendents Linda Epple and Ca-
sey House, sophomores Trisha
Pieratt and Paul Costola, and
freshmen Lori Jackson and
Brian Rush. It was no surprise
that the seniors won the Pep
Jug; however, the surprise
came when the senior football
captains gave a moving and
spirited speech.

The rowdy seniors show their school spirit at the Homecoming assembly. The
I Irish Football captains James Thering, Mike Bellinick, Sean O'Malley and
John Ruggles, on behalf of the football team speak of Irish Spirit and Pride .
Lisa Hauck gets a congratulatory hug from Julie Hovey after she is announced
the 1988 Sacred Heart Homecoming Queen. John Ervin watches in awe as the
Homecoming Court is announced.
Ye Olde Ireland
From Rain-Soaked Fields; Excitement!!

The theme for homecoming this year was "The Old Irish Kingdom. The dance was at Riverwood Golf Club on Saturday October 1, 1988. The room was lavishly decorated with balloons and streamers of bright red and white. There were small cups filled with candy on each table. The dinner was catered by the Embers. The halftime events were dreary and wet, yet there was a sense of excitement that filled the air. The rainy homecoming of 1988 will never be forgotten. While Danielle crowned Lisa the crowd applauded, reassuring Lisa that she was fit to be a queen. SHA will go on in time to bigger and better things, but the queenship of Lisa Hauck will be etched in time.

Three Irish maidens for the camera. Trisha, Melanie, Woody chum it up at the festivities.

The proud parents, escort the beautiful queen for her coronation.

Wet and Dry

The rain sent many fans to their cars this Homecoming weekend, but the weather didn't stop the S.H.A. football players. They smashed state ranked, Bay City All Saints, 20 to 13.

Homecoming Queen Lisa Hauck and King Greg Wood said it was a privilege and an honor to be chosen. They both had many responsibilities, like choosing the right apparel suitable for this centennial year. The students spent two weeks working hard on their floats. So hard, both the Sophomores and Freshmen took first place and the Juniors won second place.

Hi there, Mr. Bear! A Homecoming victory for our fighting Irish men. "Tower Over the Cougars" was the theme for the first place Sophomore float. Our Irish fans are dedicated to supporting the team.
Dedication

Devotion

Dedication is what all the teachers show. They are not dedicated to just their jobs but to the students also.

Sister Thaddeus has given 15 years of her life to teaching proper English and Latin.

Sister Genny has been here for 18 years. Teaching what every student needs to know about Chemistry and Pre-Algebra.

Mr. Grover has not been with us that long, but he is just as committed as Sister Genny and Sister Thaddeus and the whole faculty family of Sacred Heart. Mr. Grover's goal at Sacred Heart is to develop great biologist, under the supervision of Ms. Rakowski.

Sister Helen is our guidance counselor. Her door is always open for any problem or any question a student may have.

All of the members of the faculty do whatever they can to help each and every student. The faculty is what has helped this school go on for 100 years. They are what makes this school special. The faculty is the heart of Sacred Heart Academy.

Mr. Grover giving the biology class some tips on how to make shadow figures using the overhead. Sr. Kowalinski and Sr. Montelius smile and for good reason... they have been teachers at Sacred Heart longer than any other faculty member. Sr. Helen looks on as Aran Rush and Sean O'Malley discuss college life with a college representative.
The 1988-89 staff of Sacred Heart Academy showed their true dedication to the students by always being there for them when they not only needed guidance from a teacher but advice from a friend. The advantage of going to a small school is that you get a chance to become close to the teachers. Many times a student will have to make up a quiz or a test and the teacher willingly works around the student’s schedule in order to set up a time. SHA teachers are friends.

Mrs. Fitzpatrick eating with her mouth closed — what good manners. Sr. Maria takes time out to crack a smile. Penny for your thoughts Sr. Genny. Sr. Helen keeps official time during a test for juniors, making sure that absolutely no one gets more time than required. James Therling gives Mrs. Curry a thumbs up. Sr. Rita and Mr. Kirby get a ride around the big apple in their chauffeur driven wagon. You’re not supposed to know we’re taking your picture Mrs. Grant. You didn’t get our picture Ms. R, we got yours. Mrs. Coldwell writes another I.O.U. Mrs. K. says, “Don’t get me started!”
Sharing Knowledge

The Sacred Heart Academy teachers are like no other teachers around. Each teacher has a unique way of teaching. Unlike other schools, the Sacred Heart teachers make their class seem fun and interesting. The faculty at Sacred Heart can really come through for a student. When asked, Joe Fabiano said, “The teachers here at Sacred Heart really care about us and our education.” The students here would like to thank all the teachers for being so kind and caring throughout the year.

Mrs. Tormenom gives her approval. Ms. Hyde our lovable A.D. Chirence sweeps his way into our hearts. Fr. Don brightens our day at mass. What a smile Mrs. Touignant has for us! Mrs. Alvarado whistles while she works. Mr. Duracher, Sr. Thaddeen, and Mrs. Zeleznik teach the 3 subjects that are the basis of our education. Fr. Joe and Fr. Richard eat the kid's candy. Mr. Cooper says, “Don't use black ink!”
Learning in the

The 1988-89 school year has turned stones for many of the students at Sacred Heart Academy. Most of them for the better. Through Expo, BPA (Business Professionals of America), the students get a look at the business and biology careers. This year's Expo broadened many horizons for many students. It helped young students decide if a career based on science be the right one for them. The BPA members had an exciting trip to Detroit to the Renaissance Center for State Competition in March on the weekend of the 10th, 11th, and 12th. Seventeen of Mrs. Fitzpatrick's business students, from various classes, qualified in Regional Competition for the chance to go to the State Competition. Everyone of them experienced an exciting weekend that may have turned them toward a career in business. None of this would be possible if it weren't for the faculty at Sacred Heart Academy.

Quinn Spencer, Bill Meier, and Chris Paholak study hard as Chris Clark looks on. Michelle Hauen is happy to study Spanish.

Hopes of going far . . .

The tree had no money to give to the little boy, so he offered apples to be sold for money in hopes it would make him happy.
Building Memories

This year Car Jesu staff was very dedicated and determined to create the best possible yearbook. At the start of the year they raised more money than any other staff has ever raised. Each member put in many extra hours. They each had to build their own unique pages. The pages involved taking the right photos, developing a theme and then creating the stories.

The book will be a combination of many different styles of the individual students, and the blend of creativity will give it what it takes to be a winner.


The Future Is Ours! Expo 89

It was a beautiful winter day; the perfect day for Sacred Heart's Centennial Expo. The day started with its annual Spelling Bee at 1:00 p.m. The words were tough, but not too tough for Allison Grigalunas who took a first place in the spelling contest. Next was the Science Fair, where the students in grades 1-12 competed for ribbons and trophies. Exhibits for English, Foreign languages, Mathematics, Religion, Business, and History classes were displayed in the parish hall. Also during the EXPO the students who excelled in their studies were inducted into the National Honor Society. Sr. Helen worked and long hard to make the ceremony run as smooth as possible. "Being inducted was a very great honor and I will remember this day for a very long time", said sophomore Brian Gaede. EXPO 89 was a great experience and was enjoyed by many.

Bee And Induction

Please Crowd

The gymnasium turned into a Science Fair. Bishop Unzner gives a sermon. Sacred Heart dancers, lead by Marie Vogel, exit the church.
The Sacred Heart Juniors won big at the tenth Congressional District National Bicentennial Constitution Competition. The students earned 890 points out of a possible 1,000 and 98 points ahead of second place Alma. The students set out to win and achieved their goal. Their competition came from four other local schools with more students. The areas of competition included political philosophy, history and experiences, the constitution, establishment of the government, fundamental rights, and responsibilities of citizens. Groups of three or four students appeared before congressional committees. The students were judged on understanding, constitutional application, reasoning, supporting evidence, responsiveness and participation. They had two weeks to prepare and did more research than they were required to do. They had to choose from the six topics and had three minutes to answer any questions that the judges asked pertaining to the topic. After they won, they proceeded to regionals. The competition became tougher. The schools they competed against were Cass Tech, Dryden, Vestaburg, Willow Run and East Kentwood. With all that hard work, the students took second place. We placed higher than Cass Tech! When a school with a student body of 140 beats one of 2,000, that’s something. They didn’t go to the final competition in Washington, D.C., but they will return next year stronger and more prepared to take it!

Beth Gaede tells the history of the democratic party along with a few puns.

Marie Vogel shows her republican pride as the others memorize their speeches.

Christa Hamilton and Rainey Folker protect the candidates.

The students who participated in the constitutional convention: left to right first row Leslie Thelen, Dawn Grandy, Lauri Myers, Lisa Bellinger, second row Beth Gaede, Lisa Frederick, Kristi Eryin, Suzie Fountain, Gabe Sheppard, Jim Burley, Kent Sorensen, third row Mr. Walby, Jill Thelen, Jennifer Lambert, Katie Koenig, Stacy Rachow, Joe Wentworth, Doug Pacholka, Mr. DuRocher, fourth row Rob Crull, Joe Fabiano, Ken Hartman, David Long.
Searching the Inner Soul

Religion is not to be taken lightly at the Heart. This is proven by our fine staff of teachers: Fr. Don, Ms. Hyde and Mrs. Zeleznik. The teachers work hard to make the students reach deep into themselves; to search their souls to find their relationships with the Lord. Through the four years of religion class, students grow in their faith of Christ. They also learn about other aspects of religion such as death and dying, marriage, and other world religions. However, religion does not stop in the classroom. It carries on into the student’s daily life. Students attend weekend retreats as well as in school retreats. Liturgy is celebrated every Tuesday where the students are allowed to plan the mass and encouraged to participate in the celebration.

The Priests lead the students in the sacrament of reconciliation. Sophomore girls Jennifer Reihl, Patty Pacholka, Melanie Suida, Denise Vogel and Andrea Campbell enjoy their mission through the history of the Catholic Church.

The tree gave the boy... "Just a quiet place to sit and rest."
Keep The Doctor Away

Eat Those Apples!

Health is a one semester class that teaches freshmen all about their bodies and minds. Health is an important class because it applies to every day routine. Also, being knowledgeable about the body and mind can help prevent or detect illness, serious or not. The class can also tell you if you may need to help and where to find it. During Health, the students learn about disease, both mental and physical. The class teaches about how to take care of yourself and what to do in an emergency situation. Would you know what to do in a case of a car accident, a fire, or fall? The kids enjoy the class because it involves free discussion, and opinions are shared. All and all, health is very important but still fun.

When asked why she teaches Health, Ms. Konwinski replied, "All we have is our body and our world, that is why I teach about health. It is a very, very important part of our life."

Ms. Konwinski stops to smile for the camera. She works very hard to give her students healthy advice about everything and anything. Johanna Durling is working diligently on those pre-tests. Ms. Konwinski always gives. If a class ever gets all A's on those pre-tests, do they get to skip that chapter? Will we ever find out? Tune in for next year. Every chapter Ms. Konwinski gives diagnostic tests to evaluate what the students know and the extent of what she needs to teach.

Freshman: "Mad Scientists"

Science class is taught by Ms. Konwinski. One semester is required for freshmen. They all get a chance to learn the basic laws of science through many labs and experiments during the year. Labs are a fun and interesting way to get the class out of the everyday routine while still providing a learning experience. Ms. Konwinski leads the class into exciting adventures in the world of science and it's many wonders. Science gives them the basic knowledge needed for classes such as Biology, Advanced Biology, Chemistry, and Anatomy.

Tando Godula, putting her science book to good use during some free time in class... study, study, study. Steve Wohlshields is in deep thought during a quiz. It helps to review in case of a pop quiz. Brian Rush paying close attention to the teacher in class as usual. Jeff Panikhurst concentrating on a make up test. Mike Chapman and Dan Rustell look on as Brian and Troy Thiesm conduct an experiment, these are helpful because they offer the students visual aids, which make the material easier to understand.
Sophomore Specimens

The Biology classes were filled with great fun and crazy ways to learn, thanks to the wild methods of teaching by Miss. R. The Biology class was best known for its dissecting. "Its not bad as long as they are all dead", said Trisha Pieratt. While Stacy Larrance said, "I think it is totally gross, but it was interesting." This and many other crazy things gave the sophomores a great learning experience, and something to talk about at the dinner table with their parents.

Advance Biology was a challenging yet very fun experience this year. The students who took Advance Biology learned a lot about nature and its plants and animals. Ms. Rakowski was a joy to have as a teacher and her knowledge of Biology shined through to her students. The students started a group under the name of S.A.V.E. (students against the vandalizing enviroments) which made media coverage on as the six o'clock news. The students took many field trips, but the best one of the year was the trip to the Bog in Vestaburg. Ask anyone who took the class of Advance Biology and they will say "It was a blast."

Sophomore Todd Hacket works hard on a lab during Biology class. Sophomore Paul Gotzola and Junior Dana Reyes ponder the moment during Biology class. Ryan Baumgarth and Matt Schmid analyze test tubes before beginning a Biology lab for Miss. Rakowski.
Mixing Our Way to the TOP

Chemistry ... that word for many of Sr. Genny's students makes them shiver. Many believe it's the hardest but most interesting class they have ever taken. Sr. Genny commented "I believe labs are one of the students' favorite things about the class." In the labs the students are asked to cover many different activities. Jenny Lambert said, "It's the hardest class on my schedule. Mostly what I enjoy about the class is all the help Sr. Genny is willing to give me, and believe me, I need a lot of it!" As you can see the teachers here are willing to give.

Sr. Genny looks annoyed when she realizes that the camera is focused on her and later threatens "That picture had better not be in the Yearbook or else". Lisa Fredericks and Erin Spencer are praying "Please don't let this thing explode in our faces".

Physics ... Seniors

Caining Knowledge and Experience

The Physics class, made up of ten seniors, at Sacred Heart is taught by Edna Konwinski. They are given the chance through many labs and experiments through out the year to gain more knowledge and experience in the world of physical science.

Kevin Faulkner hard at work taking notes. Joe Cantu sits back and enjoys a cold one before beginning a hard hours work. Dan Brostek hard at work as usual, as you can see he is in very deep concentration. Mike Beswick tries to learn with a mouthful of food ... again.
Adding It Up

Sr. Genny is doing a good job and trying hard to teach her nine fifth-hour freshmen the pluses and minuses that Pre-Algebra may bring. “The class is basically fun and easy,” volunteered Andrea Busking. Dan Rastelli added, “Sr. Genny is a blast; the class is easy but it’s also fun.” As you can tell these freshmen have things going pretty well. They not only like the class but they also enjoy their teacher. The class is small but that makes it easier for the students to get the attention they need to help them get all the understanding they can.

Jillaine Meier waits patiently until she can receive the help she desires from Sr. Jenny who looks glad to give it. Jerry Seybert is deep in thought and trying to figure the answer on this Pre-Algebra problem. Lori Jackson smirks for the camera while chewing on a ... bookworm.

To A Bright Future

Chad Wright looks like he’s enjoying a test in Mr. Cooper’s class. Melanie Slade is hard at work taking Mr. Cooper’s famous notes. And here’s Mr. Cooper himself doing what he does best, writing notes on the board.

Mr. Cooper has been working hard and long hours throughout the years to make sure the Freshmen and Sophomores are fully prepared for their future math classes. A frazzled freshman gives her account of Mr. Cooper’s class, “I think Mr. Cooper’s class is a riot! I believe Mr. Cooper is one of the best teachers here. The main thing I like about him is that he explains the homework thoroughly and that he will give you help anytime he can.”
Never A Dull Moment In Algebra II

Under the close attention of Mr. Cooper the Algebra II class learned their share of parabolas, angles, right triangles, theorems, and yes even a couple of formulas here and there. The class was made up of mostly Juniors, but you were always able to see a couple of Seniors lost in the crowd. Most of the Juniors are looking forward to having Coop in Pre-Calc next year.

David Long studies his calculator, while Lisa Bellinger daydreams about her next class, and Doug Paczolak can’t believe he finally passed his test. Mr. Cooper gets a kick out of Jim Burley’s brand new pencil. And there he is again the always studious Doug Paczolak.

Pre-Calculus With Mr. Cooper

It’s Always A Blast

Mr. Cooper has his hands full with this bunch of students. The class is made up of all Seniors, that alone is enough to scare away most teachers. But this is the students last year so we are sure Mr. Cooper will stick it out. Mr. Cooper is one of the best teachers at the Academy.

He is one of the favorites among all students, not just the Seniors. As most of his Pre-calculus students ready themselves for challenging math courses he has been there for them. For the lucky few this is their fourth and final year with Mr. Cooper, I am sure that they will miss him.

Mr. Cooper reads the answers to a quiz. Julie Hovey is hard at work on one of Coop’s tests. The ever so studious Mike Belzinek can’t believe he passed the test as Aran Rush is amused with his results.
Latin I and II, Ad Initio: Ad Finem

From the Beginning: To the End

Sister Thaddeus had her hands full with two Latin classes this year. Latin I experienced the hard work of learning declension of verbs, translating sentences, and memorizing vocabulary words. When it came time for the Latin I induction, the annual Christmas party, and the JCL spring and fall conventions, this humble class proved to have much spirit.

Latin II spent quality time on Expo projects, such as derivative trees and Latin interviews along with homework too. Dressing in togas and singing Christmas carols were few of the things that made this year's class more enjoyable.

“Hi, my name is Tando Godulka!” Look at Tando; doesn't she seem thrilled to be wearing her sign. It was all part of Freshmen Welcoming where the seniors invite the new Frosh into the high school atmosphere by dressing them up to get into the spirit.

Julie Koenig dressing in her beautiful Latin apparel. That garbage bag makes Julie look even better.

We all know that Latin class is hard, but we are sure Stacy Larance won't blow it. As you can see, Stacy is using all of her air to fill a balloon for the

Espanol at SHA

This year Spanish was during second and third hours in the morning. During Foreign Language Week, the students participated in many fun activities. They cooked food, watched movies, played games in Spanish, and had a guest speaker, Jose Cantau. Jose is an exchange student at SHA from Mexico. Mrs. Alvarado has been teaching Spanish at SHA for four years. Two years ago she started the Spanish National Honor Society. To be eligible you must have two years of Spanish and a B average. If you want to learn about a language and have fun, Spanish is a good class to take.

Bob Grolli deep in thought. Ken and Joe joking around as usual. Krista is anxiously waiting for the answer.
Supply and Demand

This year’s economic class has spent their time comparing economic systems, studying supply and demand, new markets and how money functions in today’s society. The class deals with the every-day experiences students will be faced with in their adult lives. Mrs. Fitzpatrick helps the students prepare for the business world as they enter their chosen careers after graduation. All of the forms the students prepare are done to perfection as this business class is not taken lightly; the students are more than willing to do their best and do it right the first time.

Oh Know It Crashed!

The accounting class really didn’t lose everything in their stock market game. The students at one point were second in the state. They were also first in regional competition. If a career in accounting is what they are reaching for the students would have know problem accomplishing it. Our accounting class could be whizzes on Wall Street. The stock market is not the only thing they worked on however. Forms for balancing budgets for businesses were also part of the class. Corporations would be very proud of Sacred Heart’s accounting class their truly one of a kind.

We’ve Lost Everything!!!
Computers are very challenging, just like the computer class at Sacred Heart. The students learned how to program computers, type perfect letters and of course word-processing. The students are ready for the age of computers but, are computers ready for the new generation of programmers?

Wendy McConnell loves those letters. Karl Carson and Tena Frick are working together to get the problem done. Lisa Bellinger don’t smile. Nikki Potter has no idea what she’s doing or does she?

Sacred Heart’s typing class had a new teacher this year. Mrs. Fitzpatrick is presently teaching this year’s typing class with the help of Miss VanDyke who is a student at C.M.U. The students have worked on looking at the book rather than look at their keys. Reports, letters, and envelopes are what the students have worked on the most. Timed writings of five-minute to one-minute are taken every day to test accuracy. Typing II students worked on documents and putting problems into 10 — key calculators. One semester of typing is required to be able to take computers before you graduate.

Steve Wolshied quit looking at the book! Yes Craig Lobinger you’re in typing class. Linda Ruple, Kristi Icic, get typing. Joanna Surma, smile!
The 1988-1989 Elective Art class had six members to break in first year SHA teacher Mrs. Tormanen. The class had one project together; that was a papier-mache dinosaur named Otis. Their works were displayed at the centennial exposition.

Casey House takes a look to see if Andrea Chiesa is OK. Alvin Zygmont checks out the wonderful works of Casey House.

Serving All Purposes

S.H.A. Band

This year’s “band” served many purposes for the school. They could also be called a wind ensemble, concert band, and pep band. There were many activities performed and “Entertainment” was always on top of their list of accomplishments. The pep band played at rainy football games and basketball games; the concert band played at Spring and Christmas Concerts. The wind ensemble played in Church and during the National Honor Society Induction. The band is considered by all to be a welcome addition to S.H.A.’s extra-curricular activities.

Standing from left to right: Melissa Konwinski, Karen Heintz, Beth Goede, Lisa Fredricks, Wendy Walton, and Kent Sorenson. Wendy Walton jams on her sax as Chris Albrecht gets his trombone ready, and Lisa Fredricks loosens her lips before playing for mock elections.
Fill Our Hearts With Song!

This year's choir members consisted of all girls, a new S.H.A. tradition. The advantage of having an all girl's choir is an unbelievable blend of voices. This was very evident at their many performances. The functions included expo, a fish fry, singing at church, Christmas caroling, as well as individual performances at the school talent show. The choir also put on a Christmas concert, a spring concert, and they sang for the Catholic Daughters Association. The choir had a substitute teacher for the latter part of the year, and sounded as good as ever.

Mrs. Tousignant plays the piano for Beth and Ali's duet. Top row, l to r: Jill Theilen, Mimi Togo, Julie Hovey, Michele Walling, Mary Beth Pope, and Jody Verheger. Middle row, l to r: Marie Vogel, Denise Vogel, Jenny Reihl, Beth Doyle, Andrea Chiesa, and Patty Pacholski. Bottom row, l to r: Allison Griegalunas, Ann Hovey, Jill Ege, Tena Frick, and Leslie Theisen.

Acting Out Fun Roles

"Theater class this year was a lot of fun to work with," remarked Mrs. Tousignant. The kids in theater had a lot of talent, especially an uncanny ability for comedy. In October, the students did a House of Horrors where the classroom was transformed into a chilling scene of horror. The students read scary poems and acted-out frightening skits. The students showed their ability for comedy in the Christmas Play "Where It All Comes True." The Spring performance was called "Don't Rock the Boat." The class performed at Expo and a fish fry. Theater is not only a learning tool, but it provides good entertainment for parents and peers.

In the play "Where It All Comes True" Jason Basulto checks into the "Dreams Come True" hotel. Jason wants to be a success story, but turns into a ballerina instead. This terrible threesome looks like they're up to no good again. While Kristi Ervin looks incredibly shocked at what she sees. I wonder what it could be?
Grunting and Groaning

The P.E. instructor was Ms. Hyde. She taught her students good sportsmanship as well as the fundamentals of games including volleyball, soccer, floor hockey, and basketball. The class was not only physically tiring, but mentally tiring as well. The kids came away from this class with a sense of pride and accomplishment. This P.E. class was one of the most athletic in recent years.


The Unsung Heroes

An office aide must be a "jack of all trades." Office aides and library aides are a great help to the principal, counselor, school secretary, and librarian. Although their jobs range from typing, answering phones, delivering messages and running errands, we know that each job is important and helps to make our school office and library move more smoothly. Office aides rarely get credit for the fine job done but we greatly appreciate their work. Working in the office gives them skill and experience in an office type situation, which will be invaluable in later life.

Top: Becky Bisell, James Thering, Mrs. Grant keep the library in order. Bottom: James Thering thumbs through the books to pick one out. Bottom right: Annie Murphy sorts files for Mrs. Coldwell and the teachers.
Sacred Heart Psychos

Fun Learning

Psychology class this year, taught by Mrs. Curry, was based around abuse and dieting. They took several field trips and had some guest speakers. Their main field trip included a trip to Mid Michigan Industry and Central Michigan University. Junior Gabe Sheppard said, “Psychology was a great learning experience on human behavior, and I encourage everybody who is interested to take the class.”

Senior Erin Spencer reads during Psychology. Juniors Leslie Theisen and Anne Murphy show off their smiles. Senior Julie Howey studying hard, as always.

Journey To An Education

Many students from all, not just from Sacred Heart go to Mt. Pleasant High School to get a vocational education. There are many classes a student may take over at MPHS. Some of those include French, Drafting, Food Services, and many, many more. Most of the student’s who take MT. Pleasant classes enjoy them saying it is different to experience the large class consisting of up to forty students to a room compared to Sacred Heart where there is usually only about twenty students in a classroom. Mt. Pleasant High School has helped many students get a higher education in the fields of learning the Sacred Heart can not cover on it’s limited budget. This experience at Mt. Pleasant prepares a pathway to the future.

Here’s the sign that always greets the Sacred Heart Academy students who have a classes at Mt. Pleasant High School. James Theisinger is putting his books back and getting ready to take off for his Mt. Pleasant High School class. Wayne Pacholska shows the obvious excitement he has about taking a Mt. Pleasant High School class.

C. Cook
R. Folkert
K. Keening
S. Jackson
J. Ratelli
G. Wood
W. Pacholska
J. Thering
J. Carson
Q. Spencer
C. Clark

Applied Design
Applied Design
French 1
General Drafting
Marketing/Retailing
Res. Electricity
Res. Electricity
Res. Electricity
T.V. Production
SLD English, Foods
The 1988-89 athletic year was fun and rewarding for all the students at Sacred Heart Academy. The athletes this year strived for their best using sweat and perseverance to achieve their goals. To be eligible to play the student-athletes had to keep their grades above a C average. This is a very important goal of sports at S.H.A.; not only to be a sports star, but to be a star in the classroom as well. The boys and girls share the same opportunity to be involved in the sports programs at Sacred Heart Academy. Opposing teams know if they are playing on our turf we will be ready and rearing for a fight-to-the finish.

Sarah Fox is prepared. "Huddle" they shout. Ann Hovey and Wendy McConnell cheer the players on. "Four!" says Casey House. Mike Belsnick, Mike Hare and Sean O'Malley are all set. Julie Hovey needs some help.
The Sacred Heart football team gave Coach Mike Dohruck his first winning season at SHA. The team was led by Mike Beltinck in both rushing and tackles, he has followed closely behind by senior Sean O'Malley. The line was anchored by seniors Greg Wood, James Therin and John Ruggles. Juniors Gabe Sheppard and Ken Hartman also had excellent season performances. They compiled a record of 5-4 which ranged from a 59 to 6 victory over North Lutheran. Mike Beltinck set a new school single game rushing record in this contest.

The Irish show enthusiasm and unity. A truckload of Irish men enjoy an afternoon drive. Hard running Sean O'Malley keeps moving forward.
19-1; J.V. Got the Job Done

Bottom row left to right: Lori Jackson, Tanda Goduka, Jillaine Meier, Susan Shelton, second row Trisha Piett, Michelle Hauck, Michele Gray, third row Jenny Zeien, Becca Banules, Heather Faulkner, Patty Pacholska, Andrea Campbell, Bevly Balogh

Look at Jenny Zeien's perfect jump shot!

The Junior Varsity record this year was one of the best in the history of the S.H.A. basketball program. The schedule was tough, playing class B, C and D schools, but the determined Irish fulfilled their goals lead by a strong coach, Kelly Hansen. The only loss was to Breckenridge in overtime by a two-point deficit as the J.V. ended their season with a 19-1 record. Tough defense and quickness helped the Irish fastbreaks. The offense was lead by the plays which were executed to perfection. The bench played an important part as they entered the game refreshed and willing to play. Good job Irish women!

Perfection 20-0

Determination is the perfect word to describe the 88-89 women's basketball team. They went undefeated in the regular season. The players accomplishments were great. Senior forward Jody Verleger was named to the all-state, all Saginaw, all-Isabella, and all-Area teams as well Sarah J. Fox was named to the all-Isabella team, All-Saginaw area, and Honorable mention all-state. Even Coach Kris Kirby received all-state honors as coach. The accomplishments were great and the girls received the respect they well deserved.

Members of the 1989 Womens Basketball team are: Jody Verleger, Sarah Fox, Christa Hamilton, Cindy Coughlin, Michele Walling, Stacy Rachow, Linda Eggle, Loni Myers, and not pictured Nikki Potter.

Jody Verleger, Sarah Fox, and Christa Hamilton show their best moves.
The Right Foot Running To Win

The cross country team consisted of ten inexperienced cross country runners. The idea as well as the coach are new to the school. The team consisted of one senior, one junior, one sophomore, and seven freshmen. Because the majority of the runners were freshmen they have many years to improve their ability. Hopefully this tradition will continue.

"Although the cross country team was young and inexperienced the potential for growth in the program was established." — Coach Grover


Irish Golfers

Up To Par

The Irish golf team bettered every year. At the end of the season, the Irish ranked fourth in the state, only two strokes out of second place. Ryan Baumgarth led the team by being awarded Honorable Mention All State and MVP. Joe Fabiano and Mike Hires were awarded Honorable Mention All Area. Ten out of eleven players will be returning for next year’s season. So watch out!

Fairview — 35 S.H.A. — 359
Portland — 177 S.H.A. — 347
St. Louis — 212 S.H.A. — 193
Shepard — 171 S.H.A. — 180
Chip, Hills — 184 S.H.A. — 178
Portland — 362 S.H.A. — 351
Houghton — 173 S.H.A. — 171
Bullock Creek — 173
S.H.A. — 173

"We did well considering our team was young." — Joe Fabiano

L. to R: Scott Jackson, David Long, Casey House, Joe Fabiano, Mike Hire, Ryan Baumgarth, Ben Courtright, Todd Hackett, and Brian Rush.
A 19-1 Season

The S.H.A. J.V. Basketball team came one game away from a perfect season. Under the direction of first year head coach Chris Coles and first year assistant Dave Eichberg achieved what many people expected them to do. The team felt they should have a record of at least 18-2. This was achieved by hard work and an enthusiastic attitude toward everything involved with basketball.

The talented team that went 19-01. Under the close eyes of both coaches the team compiled an outstanding record. The bench contributed both physical and emotional support needed. Ryan Baumgarth, Brian Gaede, and Rob Ervin were the tri-captains and led the team in many ways.

The 88-89 Irish basketball team under first year coach Dan Simons finished the season with a 9-11 record. Coach Simons has coached JV basketball for the last two years and has brought back the winning ways of the Fighting Irish to the varsity basketball program. The Irish basketball team was exciting to watch with two overtime losses and a one point victory over eighth ranked Baldwin. The 88-89 season was a turn around season for the Sacred Heart Fighting Irish and the basketball team proved to be just that, Fighting Irish all the way.

This year the Irish were invited to the Au Gres-Sims Christmas tournament. The Irish beat Whittmore Prescott and Au Gres to win the tournament. Wayne Pacholka took the MVP Award and Aran Rush made all-tournament team. The Irish had a balanced attack made up of eight seniors and six juniors. The bench was sparked by Rob Croll, Joe Fabiano, Gabe Sheppard and John Ruggles. The districts were held at the SHA Gym for the first time since it had been remodeled. Although the Irish lost the first game of the districts, the Seniors still went out in style.

Team picture front row L-R: Rob Croll, Ted Hackett, Joe Fabiano, John Ervin, Mike Hrce, Chris Paholak, Gabe Sheppard. Back row L-R: Dave Eichberg assistant coach, Mick Natzel, Ken Hartman, Aran Rush, John Ruggles, Wayne Pacholka, John Carlson, Dan Simons head coach, Chris Coles assistant coach. Opposite page clockwise: Mike Hrce skies for a lay-up, Ken Hartman hits the three pointer from the corner, Greg Wood shows his stuff, Joe Fabiano, Gabe Sheppard, Rob Croll, relax before the game.
Setting Their Way... To The Top

Both volleyball teams proved this year that they could have fun yet be brusque at the same time. Both teams improved tremendously with the help of each other and the coaches.


We've Got That Beat

That Awesome Sweet Beat

The cheerleaders are an important part of school spirit. Their job is to get the crowd into the game. Cheerleaders must always be excited and supportive. Cheerleaders plan and run most pep assemblies. Always trying to plan something special like in the last pep assembly. The cheerleaders put on a skit to the song "Memories," sung by Marie Vogel. Each cheerleader represented a stage of a student's life. The first set of cheerleaders played patty-cake and the last set was a student marching down the aisle in cap and gown.

J.V. Basketball cheerleaders pose in their "Hello Cheer" mount. Varsity Football cheerleaders back up the team. Marie Vogel picks up after one of the many class comps. Stacy Larrance, Jennifer Rebl, Wendy McConnell, Ann Hovey, Suzie Fountain, and Julie Hovey catch each other's ailments.
Sacred Heart Softball...

The Junior Varsity started off with a rocky start this season but ended with a winning record. The pitching force was lead by Andrea Campbell and Lori Jackson. The bats of the Irish was strong in ripping the ball across the field. Their strong coach, Cindy Vandike and Dan Baily, aided them.

District Champions!

This year's varsity softball team consisted of a nucleus of eleven players: five juniors and six seniors.

In the final state rankings, they finished fourth. After whipping Vestaburg and Beal City, the Irish defeated St. Pat's 4-2 to capture the District championship. After beating Mason County Eastern 5-0, the girls suffered a heart breaking 3-2 loss in eight innings to All Saints in the Regional final.

V. Softball team picture from left to right: (row 1) Cindy Coughlin, Carrie Lobshinger, Becky Bissell, (row 2) Marcy McDonald, Michele Walling, Christa Hamilton, Vera Campbell, Linda Epple, (row 3) coach Jim Epple, Lisa Hauck, Sarah Fox, Jody Verleger, and coach Marie Hyde, Lisa Hauck, Cindy Coughlin, and Christa Hamilton show off their award winning smiles for the camera. Jody Verleger and Sarah Fox get some after-game advice from coach Jim Epple better known as Bobba.
J.V. Baseball

The Junior Varsity baseball team, coached by Dave Eichburg, had a successful season. Their record was 16-9. The team consisted of nine sophomores returning from last year and three freshman.

J.V. Baseball team back row Jeff Pankhurst, Paul Gastola, Ryan Baumgarth, Jason Fokens, Chris Radowki, Scott Straight, front row Brian Gaede, Brian Rush, Todd Hackett, Matt Schmid, Eddie McQuaid, Chris Albrecht, Jeff Pankhurst and Paul Gastola take a break. Brian Gaede warms up his arm.

A Team on a Mission

Sean O’Malley is ready. Mike Hire poses. Front row 1t: Kevin Faulkner, Casey House, Gabe Sheppard, Scott Jackson, Greg Wood, Sean O’Malley, Mike Hire, Mike Beltinck. Back row 1t: Pat Larrimore, Doug Pacholka, Rob Croll, Earl Hartman, John Carson, Chad Cook, Wayne Pacholka, Dan Droste, Ken Hartman.

The Sacred Heart Academy Varsity baseball team was guided to a great season by coach Earl Hartman. The on field leaders were tri-captains Mike Beltinck, Mike Hire, and Sean O’Malley. The ace pitcher was Mike Hire who could be counted to hold the opponent to a minimum of run damage. The big guns around the batters box were Greg Wood, Mike Beltinck, Sean O’Malley, and Ken Hartman. Whenever a run was needed this team seemed to come up with it.
Striding Forward to Win the Race!

This year's track team has the determination to succeed in winning, thanks to Sacred Hearts new track coaches Marc Van Hala and Drew Cordell. The coaches have led the athletes through long and hard practices and have shown a great deal of encouragement which shows in past meets. The track team is one of the largest in several years which makes a difference in the long run! The Sacred Heart Track members are: Karl Carson, Bill Meier, John Ruggles, Ted Hackett, Aran Rush, John Ervin, Zippo Goduka, Jerry Seybert, Annie Murphy, Mary Beth Pope, Kristie Isom, Michelle Gray, Katie Koenig, Julie Koenig, Wendy McConnell, Betty Balogh, Carolyn Brocavich, Edan Hoaking, Chris Pohalka and Kent Sorenson.

April
8 at Preeland
10 at Clare
16 St. Louis Relays
18 at Novi
20 at Detroi
27 at Montabell
29 Fabian Invitational
May
1 at Purvis
5 Meridian Invitational
9 at Beekmantown
13 Ithaca Relays
16 Morning Sun Invitational
19 Regionals

Karl Carson and John Ruggles pose with the shot put, Jerry Seybert and Zippo Goduka take a break. Ted Hackett concentrates for the throw. A few track members catch some rays.

A moment for fun. Annie Murphy and Carolyn Brocavich warm up. Michelle Gray hands off to Wendy McConnell.
Join the Clubs

The clubs at S.H.A. are an important part of our education. They give the students a chance to express their leadership abilities. The B.P.A. members participated in competition at the Renaissance center in Detroit. The Spanish club, and B.P.A. sold oranges to raise money for their activities.

Suzie Fountain, Marie Vogel and Michelle Hauck love the taste of Coke. Ken Hartman, Krista Hisey come esta? A B.P.A. riot, or a Bugle bash.

S.H.A. Clubs

National Honors Society consists of members who maintain a grade point average of 3.2 or higher. To be a member of this club is a great honor. The S.A.D.D. club is for students who are against drunk driving. At prom time the students pass out balloons with messages reminding the student body of the out danger of driving impaired. The Latin club members are initiated by last years members. This club has a great time doing special projects with St. Thaddeus.

Tonya Geduka, Michael Chapman, Jason Deja, and Chris Pohlack's imitation of a bird. Ken Hartman never before Jason Banules tries to talk the kids into going inside.
SADD Tries to Drive...

Their Message Home

Michelle Hauck, Rob Ervin and Betsy Balogh make their pop can contributions for the SADD project to collect money for their cause of not driving drunk. Front row from 1 to 7, Jenny Lambert, Marie Bogel and Dana Reyes. Back row from 1 to 7, Sarah Fox, Denise Vogel and Kent Sorensen. Not pictured are four other members, Beth Schmid poses in front of her display promoting safety from the SADD chapter of SHAC.

The SADD chapter may have been a small group with only a few members, but with their positive attitudes and determination, they were able to get their message across. That is, if you drink, don't drive, let someone else, or call home. Along with this motto, the members hung posters and built a set to help display their feelings on the subject. There was a trash can for collecting cans to get money to help in the awareness and dangers of drinking and driving. By promoting their ideas on safety, SADD hopes to make the students stop and say to themselves that one day, this carefulness may save their own life or even that of a close friend.

Business Minds Thinking Alike...

Brings Success at State

Business Professionals of America is a group of students who are taking business-oriented classes. By being part of this group, you are committing yourself towards working together and to competing against other area schools at regionals. If a student places at regional competition, they are able to go on to state. This year seventeen of our determined SHA students advanced to state competition which was held at the Renaissance Center in Detroit. Two members went on to nationals in Dallas, Texas.

BPA members at their best. The spelling team of Marie Vogel, Bana Elzein and Suzie Fountain placed seventh in state competition. Pat Larrance placed fourth in entrepreneurship, Jeff Pankhurst was fourth in business speaking and Michelle Hauck was fourth in keyboarding. Nicki Potter and Lauri Myers flash their peary whites at the BPA banquet in Detroit. Suzie Fountain smiles for the camera as she relaxes and glances at her BPA pamphlet.
The Latin classes were taught by Sister Thaddeus and gave students a chance to join the JCL. The Latin I class was small with only 8 students, but their enthusiasm was shown in their participation. The Latin II class consisted of 19 students who provided a lot of leadership. The executive board was made up of 8 members and a Latin I representative. With lunch-time meetings, the group was able to discuss their ideas as a whole.

The year started off with selling candy bars to raise money for upcoming activities, such as the spring convention at Detroit, Country Day and the fall convention at M.S.U. With the students’ ideas and careful planning, the activities ran smoothly.

Patty Pacholka gets into the Latin spirit at the gala induction party while Brian Rush gives his famous wave to the camera. Stacy Lorraine on the other hand, points at something in front of the room that seems to be quite interesting.

Seated: Andrea Campbell, Betsy Balogh, Trisha Pieratt; Historian. Standing: Sr. Thaddeus, Jason Foehl; Vice-President, Doug Pacholka; Treasurer, Mick Natzel; Secretary, Chris Radaski; Historian, Brian Rush; Latin I Rep. Not pictured: Jason Banules; President.

The Spanish Club has been at Sacred Heart for a number of years. The club has taught students in Spanish about Spanish-speaking cultures. For the last couple of years it has been a tradition for the club to eat at the Sweet Onion during Foreign Language Week. Also, one day during this week, the Spanish class will go to Central Michigan University for Foreign Language Day. Spanish club is just another fun and exciting activity offered at SHA.

Spanish Club at the Sweet Onion. Ben shares with everyone. Smile Rob. Rob Croll shows his food to everyone.
STUDENT COUNCIL ON THE MOVE

One of the things that took place this year in Student Council was the exchange day with Mt. Pleasant High School's Student Council. In March, the SHA student council visited the MPHS for a day. SHA watched how their Student Council ran and how certain subjects were handled. The rest of the day was spent visiting the class rooms and seeing how the school was run. Later, the MPHS council members came to SHA for the same kind of event.

Betsey Balough, Jerry Seybert, Christa Hamilton, Beth Doby, James Thiring, Jillaine Meier, Melissa Kowinski, John Ruggles, Michelle Walling, Aniie Murphy, Andrea Chiesa, Joe Fabiano, missing from the picture is Leslie Theisen, Todd Hackett, Erin Spencer, and Jason Folker. Michele Walling, Andrea Chiesa, and Todd Hackett before a meeting.

A Time Of Reflection

The Juniors retreat challenged the students to become closer to God. The retreat helped the students find peace within themselves, and forgiveness of others. It was a time to reflect on past mistakes and as we strive to overcome our problems. The group discussions brought out hidden feelings and gave the students a chance to share their emotions with others. The best thing about a Catholic school is the opportunity to participate in retreats.

A reading from the gospel teaches everyone a valuable lesson. Katie Koenig listens attentively to the speaker. Kent Sorensen absorbs the informative words of the bishop.
Confirmation is a Spiritual Uplifting

This year's confirmation classes were filled with excitement and a spiritual lifting. The program helped us become more adultlike as we entered the church community. With the help of visitors from various towns and cities, the classes were entertaining and kept the students content. They listened to lectures from Bishop Untener, Father Don Henkes, Father Richard and Mrs. Peg O'Connell. The students had a chance to be part of the sessions through discussions and dialogue with each other. The students also discovered what they need to have in their life so God is involved. They learned to share their feelings and tell others what is on their mind. The candidates opened up to strangers and told them of their relationship with God. Many of the guest speakers gave the candidates their individual time if it was needed. This year the students ready to be confirmed met on April 9, 1989 to make their commitment to God.

Juniors Thrill Seniors

This year's Junior Senior Banquet was filled with fun and excitement. The Juniors planned a beautiful dinner in honor of the Seniors. After the dinner the Juniors performed skits that initiated how they view the seniors, all in good fun. The Seniors willed their talents and special memories to the Juniors. The Sophomores got in on the fun by serving dinner as they observed what they can do next year. The night closed with lots of hugs and special good-byes.

Sean O'Malley and Leslie Theisen are listening tentively to the guest speaker. Bishop Untener is making this class very interesting.

Rob Croll has got John Ruggles down pat. Jason Banules, as Matt Vogel makes sure everything is fixed. Jody Verheijer has got that smile we all enjoy.
Let The Good Times Roll

The theme for this year’s prom was “let the good times roll.” The colors were forest green and ivory.

The prom was on May thirteenth at Riverwood Golf Course. All who went ate at the restaurant of their choice beforehand, then traveled to Riverwood for a great night of dancing. “Having prom as just a dance was good for a change.” Carrie Lobsinger


Recognizing The Academy’s Accomplishments

Jose Cantu shows off his accomplishments in his few months here at Sacred Heart. Kristy Ervin accepting her awards from Mrs. Curry and Mrs. Tormaen. Beth Doyle happily accepting her awards from Sister Rita.

Sr. Rita opened the Sacred Heart Honors Assembly with congratulations for the achievements of the students. Awards were given for valedictorian, Beth Doyle, salutatorian Allison Grigaliunas, Gold Cords, National Honor Society, Hugh O’Brien, Voice of Democracy, BPA, Drama and Band. Then Freshman, Sophomore, Junior and Seniors were recognized for all accomplishments. Finally Sister Rita gave the prestigious Academy Awards where students and teachers vote for the 2 top students in each class. The two Freshman winners were Melissa Konwinke and Hedlund Walton, the Sophomore winners were Ann Hovey and Chris Radowski, Junior winners were Lisa Frederick and Kent Sorenson, and the Senior winners were Marie Vogel and Jim Hovey.
Senior retreat was held at Cranhill Ranch with guest
priest Fr. Turk. The theme was
based on their lives together in
the past, present and future.

The activities included mak-
ing a giant web of sin to pre-
pare for the penance. This time
centered around their forgive-
ness of themselves.

The fun was stacked up at the senior
retreat. Greg Wood strikes a toughful
pose. Bana Ehie and Andrea Chiessa
watch Ted Hackett with a careful eye.
The seniors celebrate mass out of
doors on the last day of retreat.

Get To The Point!

The senior trip this year was
at Cedar Point. They ventured
out at 6:00 a.m. to catch the bus
for a 5 hour drive to Ohio. The
day started out kind of chilly
with a nice fog. The fog created
an even more of a challenge in
riding the most popular ride
The Magnum because you
could not see the top. Among
the other favorite rides were
the Demon Drop (when it
wasn't broken), the Blue
streak, the Cork Screw, and
Thunder Canyon for some sen-
iors seeking adventure.

The seniors group for a photo. Aran
Rush and the Three Amigos — Jose
Cantu, John Carson and John Ervin.
The senior boys are always looking for
new friends. The African Safari —
Don't look too far down John.

Jody and Allison share a smile as the
wait to board the Blue Streak. Jody's
favorite ride!
Baccalaureate

Baccalaureate was a very special day for the graduating class of '89. Parents, staff, family members and others who were there to give their support to the students sat back and watched the class walk down the aisle while they proudly wore their caps and gowns for the first time. The students were nervous but confident as they took a big step towards their future and a jump into adulthood.

The graduates prepare to file in the church for a mass honoring them. The 1988-89 graduates at Baccalaureate. Cindy Coughlin and Jody Verheger share a smile for the camera.

Student Pride

The Underclassmen consisting of the freshmen and sophomores show the Irish pride in everything they do from school work to sports and everything in between. When walking through the halls, you can tell the underclassmen have spirit by the way they walk, talk, and carry themselves. You can find these students at the games and in the classrooms always encouraging each other to go that extra mile.

The sophomores show their spirit. Freshmen smile with a hint of embarrassment. Denise Vogel is dancing solo.
Hang It Up Freshmen

The freshmen had a great time during initiation thanks to the seniors. Initiation is a great time for the seniors to get the freshmen introduced to a new four years of school. During initiation the freshmen dressed up in outrageous clothes, wore signs, and did crazy stunts. Each senior lead their freshmen buddy through a wild and interesting day. Some of the “experiences” used to bring our first year buddies into SHA personhood were bobbing for apples, onions, and potatoes, a whipped cream shooting contest, wheelbarrow race and the famous licorice eating contest.

Lookin good Freshmen!
Scholarly Sophomores Strutting Their Stuff

Betsey Raleigh
Becca Banules
Ryan Baumgarth
Carolyn Brenavich
Andrea Campbell
Ben Courtright

Jeremy Demlow
Jill Ege
Rob Ervin
Heather Faulkner
Jason Fehren
Brian Goede

Paul Gostola
Michelle Gray
Todd Hacket
Michelle Hauck
Krista Hulsey
Eitan Hulsing

Ann Hovey
Stacy Larrance
Wendy McConnell
Patty Pacholka
Jeff Paskovert
Trisha Perati

Chris Radavski
Jennifer Reihl
Matt Schmid
Melanie Stoba
Scott Straight
Denise Vogel

Jenny Zeisen

"Class" Acts:
"Brains" of S.H.A.
Keep Us Guessing

The Sophomore class is very unique because they are both classy and the Brains of S.H.A. This generation of kids that are soon becoming adults have a special type of personality that keeps everyone guessing.

Most of the Sophomores are good eggs but there are few that have been cracked several times. Comparing the Sophomores to any other class would be useless. There aren't any comparisons.

Paul Gostola works on his lab in Biology.
Wendy McConnell studies in Spanish Class.
Jenny Zeisen looks at the camera as though she was stunned.
Four Sophomores pose for a picture at floor building.
In Preparing For The Future, Juniors Look Forward To 1990

Jason Banules
Lisa Bellinger
Becky Bisell
Jim Burley

Vera Campbell
Karl Carson
Rob Croll
Linda Epple

Kristi Ervin
Joe Fabiano
Sunie Fountain
Lisa Fredericks

Tena Frick
Beth Gaede
Dawn Grandy
Ken Hartman

No Photo Available

No Photo Available

Jennifer Lambert
Pat Larrance
Carrie Lobsinger
David Long

Marcy McDonald
Bill Meier
Anne Murphy
Lauri Myers

Mick Natsel
Ingrid Nivison
Doug Pacholka
Chris Pabolak

Mary Pepe
Nicole Potter
Stacy Rachow
Dana Reyes

Gabe Sheppard
Kent Sorenson
Quina Spencer
Leslie Theisen

Jill Thalen
Mimi Tope
Joe Wentworth
Nichole York
The Seniors

This year's seniors show how to make everything they do special, from academics to athletics. Their school work is done to perfection along with their dedication to extra curricular activities. The seniors are what all of the other classes look up to. The class of '89 has touched the faculty and students with all of the contributions they have made throughout the years they have attended Sacred Heart Academy. Congratulations seniors, the faculty and student body wish you all the best in your future achievements.
The graduating class of '89 came to SHA freshman year as several very different individuals and has grown into a sharing, united group. Each individual has hopes, dreams, and goals for life after high school and is supported greatly by classmates. The class will go its separate ways after graduation, but the memories will live in each heart forever.

Friends forever, Julie Hovey, Michele Walling, Marie Vogel, and Andrea Chiesa share a hug after the infamous float paint fight. Secret service men Dan Droste and Chad Cook stand guard for President George Bush (Jim Hovey) and Vice President Dan Quayle (James Thering).
Our lone senior football cheerleaders, Julie Hovey and Marie Vogel. Andrea Chiessa and Sarah Fox sunning in the convertible after the Homecoming Parade. Jody Verleger and Christa Hamilton filling the balloons with helium before the 100 years celebration. Jim Hovey and James Therien — Nice shades guys! Allison Grigallman, Julia Hovey, and Michele Walling look in awe at the new recruiting sign.
CLASS of '89

BEST PERSONALITY — Andrea Chiesa
           Mike Hire

BEST DRESSED — Jody Verleger
              Jim Hovey

MOST GENTLEMEN LIKE — Jim
              Hovey

BIGGEST SMART ALECK — Julie
             Hovey
             Aran Rush

BEST LEGS — Michele Walling
           Aran Rush

MOST INVOLVED — Marie Vogel
               Andrea Chiesa
               Sean O'Malley

KEVIN FAULKNER

FUNNIEST — Beth Doyle
          Allison Grigalunas

BEST ATHLETE — Jody Verleger
              Mike Beltinck

BEST HAIR — Michele Walling
            James Thering

WORST DRIVER — Beth Schmid
                Kevin Faulkner

BEST EYES — Cindy Coughlin
            Greg Wood
            James Thering

BIGGEST EATER — Cindy
            Coughlin
            Wayne Pacholski

MICK HIRE

BEST DANCER — Theresa Audretch
              John Ruggles

MOST LADY LIKE — Theresa Audretch

BEST LOOKING — Michele Walling
              Greg Wood

MOST STUDIOUS — Beth Doyle
               Sean O'Malley

LIKELY TO SUCCEED — Beth
            Doyle
            Sean O'Malley

BEST DRIVER — Andrea Chiesa
             Mike Hire

MOST OUTGOING — Andrea
              Chiesa
              Mike Hire

HARDEST WORKER — Andrea
             Chiesa
             Marie Vogel
             Jim Hovey

SHYEST — Erin Spencer
               Kevin Faulkner

BIGGEST MOUTH — Beth Schmid
              Aran Rush

MOST FRIENDLY — Andrea
            Chiesa
            Mike Hire

MOST SINCERE — Andrea
            Chiesa
            James Thering
Anxiously, the Seniors awaited the activities on June 2, 1989. Beth Doyle and Allison Grigaliunas thanked their family and the faculty for their support and then talked about the class theme. (The reward in life is always in proportion to the risk) As Father Ray Cotter spoke of the loving care that their parents have given them, the Seniors felt closer to each other than ever before. Andrea Chiessa, class president, led the class in moving their tassels from left to right, their final act as Sacred Heart Academy students. They were now graduates of Sacred Heart Academy. Tears of sorrow and shouts of joy could be seen and heard as the class of 89 said their final good-byes to their high-school days and accomplishments.

Jody Verlege showing Kris Kirby how to smile for a picture. Brett Hansen is looking sweet after graduation. John Ervin and Marty Ervin showing thanks to their teachers for four great years. Carrie Cook and Chad Cook look happy to be graduating. Andrea Chiessa looking hot as usual. The stud men from the class of 1989. Dan Drouse looking ready for the world.